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Notable Trades: 

Corn 7/13/2020 - 7/17/2020

Sideways

322 3/4 331 1/4

315 3/4

367 1/2
336 1/4

355

U

V

Z

335 17 3/4 21.5%

340 23 3/4 20%

340 31 3/4 20%

-148k COT (+21k w/w)

Corn finished the week down 4 1/4 cents with vol down 4.5%, but really it was the story of two different
halves of the week. 

The first half of the week was focused on the rain over the weekend and the good forecast. That broke
corn back to support and into the range it had been trading. Vol declined from the high 20's and 
continued to break thoughout the week as we stayed back in that lower range. 

Starting wednesday and continuing on, the market found some support in following wheat and beans 
higher on demand news out of china. Demand is important, but at this point for corn, given the likely 
trend line or better yields, there just really isn't the demand to rally the crop to new highs without a 
substantial supply issue, and that seems unlikely. 

The most likely path forward for corn is a choppy rangebound trade that will probably grind lower over 
the next two months. Rallies should be sold, options are going to conitnue to get cheaper as we continue
to break, buying puts is not a great strategy for a choppy grind lower as decay will eat away at profits.

7/13 Z480c 7/8 - 1¢ 2200x
U380/330 RR v 330 d.58 - 8 3/4¢ 850x

Z390/310RR v388 d.36 -1/2¢ 500x
U/Q 345c 3 3/8¢ 1000x

Z400c 2 1/4¢ 1000x
U/Z CSO -10p 1 5/8¢ 1500x
U310p 3¢ 1400x

Q325/330c 1x2 -1 1/8¢ 500x

7/14

7/15

7/16
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Wheat 7/13/2020 - 7/17/2020

Higher / Topping

520

500

509 1/2

535 3/4

551 3/4

570

U

V

Z

535 34 25.75%

540 42 1/4 22.5%

540 53 1/2 21.25%

-6k COT (+26k w/w)

Wheat finished the week up 1 1/4 cents with vol down 1.5%. If you only looked at the weekly change, 
you would think nothing happened, but boy would you be mistaken. 

Wheat had a wild week, starting lower, trying to get back to the old range, but then rallying mid week 
on rumors/news China was buying cargoes of Wheat. It pushed above the 200 day MA Wednesday on 
a 24 cents rally. Thursday it sold off 15 cents to trade back near the 200 day, and Friday we just sat, 
waiting out the weekend to decide what to do next week. 

Given the supply situation, we would recommend caution on the bull wheat story. We would also 
recommend caution getting short at this point. Wheat could continue a short term rally here, potentially
rallying another 20 cents to resistance. The likely longer term picutre is that it will sell off back under $5 
as time rolls on. vol is at a moderate level. Put spreads are cheap, if you want to target a range wheat 
will trade, put butterflies are even cheaper. 

7/14 U450p 3/4¢ 1200x
U550c v532 d.37
     11 1/8-1/4¢ 2000x
U490/475p 1x2 1 1/2¢ 1000x

U550/580c 7 3/4-8 3/8¢ 2000x
Q520p 1 7/8-2 1/2¢ 2000x

7/15
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Soybeans 7/13/2020 - 7/17/2020

865 1/2868

853
907 1/2

900

907 1/2

Higher, but tech & fundamental shifts

U

X

F

890 30 3/8 13.5%

900 55 14.75%

900 64

+63k COT (-27k w/w)

13.25%

7/13 U960c 2¢ 1000x
U880p 26¢ 900x
U870p 15¢ 1000x
U880p 17 1/2¢ 1800x
X980/1000c 1 1/4¢ 3000x

U790p 5/8¢ 1200x
U800/740p v 874 d.01 1/2¢ 1000x
U790/770p v873 d.01 1/8¢ 1000x
H21 900p 46¢ 1000x

X1000/1040c 1 3/8¢ 1100x
Q880c v885 1/2 d.16 10¢ 1100x
U960c 2¢ 1100x

H21 900p 39¢ 500x

V1000c 3 3/4¢ 1000x
X1040c 4¢ 900x

7/14

7/15

7/16

7/17
Beans finished the week higher led by strenght in the front month with Aug up 10 3/4¢ Sep up 6 3/4¢
and Nov only up 4 1/4¢. Vol was unched on the week and continued to trade in the low teens, sometimes
slipping under 13% as the volatility doesn't seem to match up with the futures market's idea that there 
could be some bullish news on both the supply and demand side. 

This low volatility even as we rally is probably a sign that there isn't much more upside left. Of coure
funds and everyone else could be caught off guard, and just because everyone else isn't excited doesn't 
mean you should short it. In general, this lack of concern with owning upside calls, and the general 
availablity of them for a low cost, even with a key weather period approaching, is not a bullish sign. 

The call skew is high in these months, but given the low at the money vol this is to be expected. Paper 
has been buying calls, but they're not expensive, they're not moving the market or overall vol or skew 
much. All signs that the market is absorbing the risk without much fear. 

For now we're watching the previous double top and the 200 day MA for a sign. 




